Hearts and More Techniques Rotary
Cut Appliqué ZOOM Workshop
Supply List
Class Description: Make samples of some of the shapes you can make with “Hearts and More” templates.
Put these samples in a binder for future reference or make them into a small wall quilt as in the photo on the
right. No sewing is done in class just cutting, fusing, and
creating.

Required Supplies:


28mm rotary cutter with a brand new blade*



Rotating or standard cutting mat (12” x 18”)



Set of Hearts and More templates* four piece
set



Grace TrueGrips*



Standard class supplies: pencil, notebook,
scissors, straight edge acrylic ruler



Norme or Petite Leaves Galore template*
(optional)

Fabrics:


Three different fabric colors for hearts and flowers each 12” x 22”; one or more
green fabric for vines and leaves (1 @ 12” x 18” or 2 @ 12” x 9” or 3 @ 12” x 6”)



One scrap of yellow fabric for flower centers at least 3” x 6”



One 12” square of an appliqué fabric that resembles your background fabric with a
slight contrast for the center heart. For example, if you use a black background,
bring a dark gray 12” square. If you use a white background, bring a very light pastel 12” square
Background fabric (3/4 yard). Precut this yardage into two 5½” x WOF strips. Cut
one 5 ½” x WOF strip into a 5 ½” x 15 ½” strip for left border and a 5½” x 25 ½”
strip for top border
From the other 5 ½” x WOF strip, cut a 5 ½” x 20 ½” for bottom border and a 5 ½”
x 20 ½” for right border
Cut a 15½” square for center block from the leftover fabric






Prewash all fabrics including background fabric. Pre-fuse all your appliqué fabrics with
fusible of your choice. Do not fuse the background fabric. I only use Mistyfuse. Do not use
Steam a Seam II, Mistyfuse* is preferred. Come with all the appliqué fabrics pre-fused to
make the most of class time. (Watch my online video to learn how to fuse with Mistyfuse
at suepellanddesigns.com/videos)
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